votes. Only three Afro-Asian states
voted fgr it:
South Africa, and in
a last minute switch-aehieved by US
arm-twisting, Liberia and the Philippines. To the Arabs and other
Afro-Asians the partition vote was
only a new 1 form 0'£ EuropeanAmerican diktat.
The resolution provided for internationalizing
jerusalem
and creating an independent Jewish State
(498 000 Jews and 497 000 Arabs)
,and an independent Arab
St:;lte
(725 000 Arabs and J a 000 Jews).
It awarded the Jews, barely a third of
the population and owning less than
670 of the land, 56% of the total area
of Palestine including its most fertile parts.
!

Of Inquiry: "If you accept the.Zionist
Israel asserts that the "Arab a
solution but are unable or unwilling gression" rendered
"all UN resot
to enforce it, please do not interfere,
tions null land void" including,
,and we ourselves will secure its im- Burns wryly remarked,66 those ado
plementation."61
In the month be- ted long after the alleged aggressio
fore the UN partition vote, the ZioIsrael has used the pretext of "
nists, by their own admission, 62 de- aggression" to free itself of all 1
cided to hold on to aU the 33 jewish
restraints to expand as it likes eve
settlements outside the boundaries of since and to refuse repatriation 0
the proposed jewish State as well as the evicted Palestinians.
'other isolated s~ttlements. Former
The half-year period between th
Haganah Commflnder Netanel Lorch,
partition vote and May 15, 1948, .
pointing out the "far-reaching im- Prof Hocking's words, "contains the
plications of this decision," said:
kiey to all that followed."67 The
It was realized that the defence partition decision, wrote Prof Walid
of Tel Aviv must start at Revivim Khalidi, "was a rev01utionary deciin the Negev; of Jerusalem ,at sion, designed to effect a radical terEtzion
in the Hebron mountains
ritorial
redistribution in favour of
[Arab State area];
and of Haifa the Zionists. To succeed the Zionists,
at Yechiam in Western
Galilee
had to revolutionize the status quo
Grounds for Rejectioll
[Arab State area].
Those settle- and action, initiative, and offeno
The Arabs rejected partition on ments
were defensive barriers and were therefore the sine qua non fOI:
the grounds that I) partition of a potential offensive bases of the State the realization of Zionist objeC:;country against the will of the majo- which was about 'tp be established.63 . tives."68
rity of its inhabitants violated the UN
This decision and the reference to
Vis-a-vis !the Palestine
Charter, the right to self-determina- the "defence of jerusalem"
show Zionist military power was overtion, international law and practice ; that the Zionists intended to respect whelming. In Palestine, wrote Cl
and that 2) the Jews exclusively were neither the partition boundaries nor Hollingworth,
"ill-organized unrul1;
to rule a state that was 50% Arab, the intema,tionalization of Jerusalem ,-,groups of Arabs were faced by a po_
land in which Arabs owned mor~ than
and already pointed to the military werful, efficient, and utterly ruthles
90% of the land. Arab and' Asian
offensive they were to launch six machine:
there was never any
demands for a plebiscite in Palestine weeks before Arab armies entered~oubt
of the result."69 Lorch concedes
and 'for a WorId Court decision on the Arab State area (never the Je- that 'the Palestine
Arabs "had nC)<
the competency of the UN to decree wish State area) to prevent Zionist full time military force, no consoli",
partition were brushed aside.
seizure of all Palestine and eviction dated organic units, no unified co
The Zionists embraced partition of its Moslem and Christian populamand"
and "no naval strength" :
"with aU the fervour of a commandtion. Of this so-called "Arab in- land that their
"most powerful" '1&
ment born on the crest of Mt. Sinai"60 vasion"
which Isnel
claims "set
military institution was the age-oId
not because they were satisfied with aside the 1947 Partition boundaries system by which a sheikh or villa~
this allocation but because it offered by force,"~4 UN Commander Burns chieftain could call up his 'followe
a bridgehead for the seizure of all said: "It would seem that the Arabs fOr a specific purpose for a few da
Palestine and eviction of the Arabs.
outside Palestine
should
have as But, f'~dJ Ho~;ngworth,
"Dbt 0110
Already in J 946 the Haganah had much right to come to the assistance Arab in a thousand had any ex~
told the Anglo-American Committee
of Arabs ill- Palestine as Jews out- rience of modern warfare or wad
side Palestine to come to the assis- at al1."71 Palestinians were armedf
Zio>lism alld US Foreigll Policy,
New
tance of Jews within."65
if at all, wi'h rifles left over ff
York, 1962, Chapter 7; a150 statement of
the J 936 rebellion. In January 19

Congressman Lawrence H. Smith, US COIIgressiollal Record, December 18, 1947, p.
1176, for an account of how the partition
vot~ was twice postponed because the necessary votes were lacking and how American
pressures secured the three decisive votes
for partition from Haiti, Liberia, an-d )he
• Philippines, all of which had previously
oPllosed it.
eo Kenneth
W. Bilby, New Star in the
Near East, New York, 1950, p. 261.

01 Cited
in Walid Khalid1, "Plan Dalet,
The Zionist Master Plan for the Conquest
of Palestine," Middle East Forum, Novemher 1961.
62 N etancl
Lorch, Edge of the Sword,
New York, 1961, p. 58.
•• Ibid., p. 58.
•• For example, ,Abba Eban, "Reality and
Vision in the Middle East," Foreign Affairs,
July 1965, Vol. 43, No.4.

•• E.M.L.
Burns,
Between
lsraeli, London, 1962, p. 127.
M Ibid.,
p. 127.
G7 Dr.
William Ernest Hocking, Peace
PersuasiOlI in the Middle East, Washin
DC, 1957, p. 3.
68 Khalirli,
op. cit.
•••Hollingworth,
op. cit., p. 141.
'fO Lorch,
op. cit., pp. 37-38.
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volunteers from other Arab States
Po crossing into Palestine. This
~allbd
"'Arab J:-iberption Army"
was "non-descript" and "badly and
congruously armed with out-of.date
tifles and pistols dating back to the
irst World War if not earlier." 72
(Some had been captured by the
Wahabis from the Turks in the 19th
century.73) These volunteers who
eventually numbered perhaps 4,000
made only two major attacks before
May 15, both unsuccessful. Lorch
described "Arab actions" by the end
of February as "still sporadic, directed from various centres, and often
the res!!lt of 'priv,ate enterprise'." 74
In short, the efforts of a people without military training or experience
and without unified leadership to hold
on to their country and home in
face of a ruthless Zionist machine po.
wered by aliens and arms coming
from all over the world. On the
morrow of th~' partition vote, Britain
nded Tel Aviv and its environs to
the local Jewish authorities who
thereafter
used its port to import
arms and fighting men.

cially against civilian quarters; as
well as large numbers Of grenades
and 2 and 3-inch mortar shells. The
first Czech arms shipment arrived the
end of March ; the second, . a few
days later.
The Palestine Arabs' only strength
was that they were in place. 77 To
achieve irs aims the Zionist machine
had to dislodge them. .On the morrow of the partition vQte, Professor
Hocking pointed out:
Disorders broke out from both
sides. In the confusion a pattern
began to emerge, an organized
military campaign systematically
directed towards two major objectives: first to confirm Jewish domination over the Arabs within the
proposed limits Of the Jewish State
land second
to enlarge these limits. The Irgun, the Stem Gang,
and the Haganah .... began openly
to attack Ar:ab villages and cities,
driving .out the inhabitants Or massacring those who stood by their
homes and fields ... That this was
a planned
military manoeuvre
there is no longer. the slightest
doubt. 78
:zionist Military Machine
Israeli sources.-Ha
SePher Ha
The Zionist machine 75 included Palmach Volumes I and II, and
'three Palmach brigades, six Khish Qurvot 1948 (BafJtles 1948 )-des:(field force) brigades, two Irgun bri. cribe this military campaign-Plan
C
gades plus the Khim
(garrison)
and Plan D-in
detail.
Zionist
troops, the Jewish Settlement Police, strategy was based on the timetable
he Gadna Youth battalions, and the of British withdrawal.
The British
;8rmed settlers. Its arms were plen- decision to maintain de jure author.
tiful. . Ha Sepher Ha Palmach (Book ity over Pialestine, but to evacuate
oJ the Palmach) 76 reveals that local their forces from successive areas by
nist arms factQries were in March stages, permitted the Zionists to evict
ucing 100 sub.machine guns a the Arab population and seize strate~ (soon increased
to
200) .; gic points within the Arab State area
,000 rounds of 9 mm ammuni.
beind the shield of Britain's autho".n per month ~ flame throwers;
rity, which prevented any interference
titank guns ; a heavy mortar whose from regular Arab armies. The
lb. TNT shells were used espe- Zionist offensive was £acilitated by
the fact that the British handed over
•• Ibid., p. 156.
more and more Jewish areas but
ft See
l.orch, op. cit., p. 82, citing an
lingered in Ar:ab areas where they
raqi officer.
impeded any Arab defence prepara.,. Ibid., p. 67.
tions and did nothing to stop Zionist
ft As of March
1948 according to Khalidi,
attacks on the Arabs.
• cit., based on Zionist sourceS! including
Plan C, the first phase of the
rch, Kimche, Clash of Des4'nies and Ha
Zionist strategy, involved: 1) putting
J

ePhe,. Iia Palmach, Volumes I and II,
mtd Qurvot 1948.
.,. Volume II, page 51, cited in Khalidi.

Khalidi, op. cit.
,. Hocking, 0/. cit•

r.

constant pressure everywhere against
the Palestine Arabs (raids on villages and terrorist attacks on Arab
quarters in the cities), and (2) maintaining contact with the Jewish settlements outside the Jewish State
area. 79 Palmach Commander Yigal
Allan explained that this contact was
necessary for the coming offensive to
unite with these settlements. 80 Plan
D the second: phase, was an all-out
offensive to conquer and hold territory in the wake of the withdrawing
British forces. QurvOt 1948 defined
Plan D's purpose as "control of the
areas given to us by the UN in. addition to aneas occupied 'by us which
were outSi/de these borders [our emphasis] and the setting up of forces
to counter the possible invasion of
Arab armies after May 15." 81
Plan D went into effect at the end
of March.
Its timing was dictated
by completion Of Zionist mobilization, PIan C's failure so far to fOJ:ce
any significant flight of Arabs, reversal of the US position on partition,
and the beginning of a Security Coun.
cil retreat from it. 82 Of 13 major
military operations included in Plan
D tJight were carried out outside the
Jewish State area and all bli,fore May
15 when Arab armies entered the
Arab State area to try to prevent the
Zionist seizure of all Palestine and
halt the eviction of its Arab inhabitants. 83 Yigal Allon wrote of this
pre-May 15, 1948, period of the
war:
This stage of the w.ar, which was
made possible by the gradual Bri.
tish evacuation .... gave Haganah
valuable victories. Thanks to the
local offensive war, the continuity
of Jewish territories was accomplished and 'also the penetration of
our forces into Arab areas .... If
J

I

79 Cited
in Khalidi,
op. cit., from the
Hebrew sources.
80 Ibid.
A second reason was to avert any
enemy advance against civilian centres.
., Qurvot 1948, p. 16, cited in Khalidi .
•• The US turned its back on partition in
mid-March when it proposed to the Security
Council a temporary trusteeship over Palestine.
•• Khalidi, 0/. cit.

FR.ON'tlmt
it wasn't for the AT1:lbinvasion,
there would have been no stop to
DIe expansion oj the forces oif the
Haganah, who could have, with nze
same d1'(ive, readhed the natural
borders of Western Israel. ... [our
emphasis].84
On May 15, 1948, the Zionists
were indeed on their way to complete military dominance of Palestine
and had expelled 300,000 Palestine
Arabs.
Zionist propaganda maintains that the Arabs left on orders
of their leaders-although
in 1948
it said nothing whatever about these
alleged orders 85 and has never pro. duced a single piece of primary evidence. Erskine
Childers' study of
the records of the BBC 86-which
monitored all Middle East broad.
casts throughout 1948-and
Professor KhaIidi's study of the Arab ress
and Arab
radio broadcasts during
this period,87 have completely refuted this Zionist claim. Childers found
not even one appeal or order from
any Arab leader calling on the people/to leave, but many appeals, even
flat orders, to the civilians of Palestine to stay put. Zionist sources
themselves, mOfleover, describe the
terrorist
and psychological warfare
used to evict the Palestinians. 88 Of
the effect of the massacre of Deir
Yassin, April 9-called by Toynoee
"comparable
to the crimes committed by the Nazis against the
Jews"-Memichem
,Begin boasted:
"Of the ,about 800,000 Arabs who
i"

•• Ha Sepher, Vol. II, cited in Khalidi.
The Zionist myth of the Arab orders to
leave was concocted only in 1949 when
Zionists realized the elrect on public opinion
of their treatment of the Palestine Arabs.
See Walid Khalidi, "Why Did the Palestinians Leave?", Middle East ForulII, July
1959.
.•• Erskine Childers, "The Other Exodus,"
Spectator, May 12, 1961 and June 16, 1961.
on Khalidi,
"Why Did the Palestinians
Leave ?", op. cit., and "The Fall of Haifa,"
Middle East Forum, December 1959.
""For example, Arthur Koestler, Promise
and Fulfilment;
Meyer Levin,
Jerusalem
EmbaWcd,. Harry Sacher, Establishment of
the State of Israel; Jan Kimche, Seven·
Fallen Pillars.
so

lived in the present territory of Israel, only some 165,000 are still
there.
The political and economic
significance of this development can
hardly be overestimated." 89
p·almach Commander Allon described the tactics he used before May
15 "to clean the inner Galilee" :
I gathered all the Jewish mukhtars, who have contact with Arabs
in :different villages, and asked
them to whisper in the ears of
some Arabs, that ,a great Jewish
reinforcement had arrived in Galilee 'and that it is going to burn
all of The villages of Huleh. They
should suggest to the Arabs, as
,their friends, to escape while there
was still time .... The tactic reached its gool rompletely
, The
wide ,areas were cleaned
90
It was this mass exodus of the
Palestine Arabs in face of the Zionist
military offensive that compelled
reluctant Ar,ab Governments to send
their armies into the Arab Stare area
of Palestine. This decision was not
taken until early May and in the
case of the Egyptian Army. not until
May 12.91
So much for the Israeli pretension
that Arab armies "set aside the 1947
Partition boundaries by force." When
these armies entered the Arab State
area, they found Zionist military for.ces occupying
S1trategic areas well
inside it.
The "State of Israel" (so designated to signify that it was not yet coterminous with Eref,z Israel), was prOclaimed May 14 in defiance of UN
resolutions of April I 7 and May 14 92
'" Menachem Begin, The Revolt, Story of
,".: Ir'gwi. Tel Aviv, 1964, p. 164.
""Ha Sepher, Vol. 2, p. 286, cited in Khalidi.
., The Zionists themselves admitted that
until they launched their all-out military
offensive, Arab governments were still hoping and thinking in terms of diplomatic solutions. See Haganah Radio report of March
31, 1948, cited in Khalidi, "Why Did the
Arabs Leave?"
•• The first calling for "further consideration of the future Government of Palestine,"
the second in effect suspending the attempt

and of the Partition Resolution itself, which stipulated that the· two
states were to come into being only
two months after· the end of the
Mandate. This was done in accordance with a secret deal betwt\m
Weizmann and President Truman,
of which ,the US UN delegation, then
arguing fOr ,a UN trusteeship over
Palestine, was unaware. 93
The outcome of the war betweea
Israeli forces driving to seize all Palestine and Arab armies which tried
to prevent
this was determined by
the support Israel received from its
European-American
home base. In
violation of UN truce orders prohibiting import Of arms, Israel impored tons of proscribed weapons from
West and East. In violation of UN
directives stipulating no alteration
of battle lines and no gains fOr either
side during the truce, Israel gained
immensely from military offensives
in the Negev, to the Aqaba Gulf and
through Central Galilee, while the
British .cut off ammunition supplies
to Arab armies.94
The Palestine Arabs
By the end of 1948, Israel had
evicted nearly a million Palestine
Arabs-shorn
of their homes, lands,
and most personal property. Even
jf one .chooses to believe in face of
the evidence that the Arabs fled
"voluntarily"
befQre-to
use tlie
words of the Zionist Jan Kimche"the orgy of looting and wanton destruction which hangs like a black
pall over almost all the Jewish
m~itary successes'." 95 what of it ~
Since when, ,asks Professor
Erich
Fromm, is flight "punishable by confiscation of property and by being
barred from retuflliilg to the land on
which a people's .forefathers havle
lived for generations~" 96 Internato implement partition by relieving the Palestine Commission of its task.
•• See Christopher
Syke,s, Crossroads to
Israel, London, 1965, pp. 429-433.
•• See Bilby, 01'. cit., p. 261.
•• Jan Kimche, Seve,. Rallen Pillars,
York, 1953, p. 234.
""J etlJish Newsletter .•
ary 9, 1959.

tiona! law and eq'bity guarantee the The Pre3$
rights of individuals in such circumstances whatever their nationality
or creed. Moreover, because there
were to have been as many Arabs as
READER
Jews in the Jewish State, the Partition Resolution had specifically guarHE chances of a few State gov~teedi the civil, !(>o11itical,
economic.
ernments toppling continue to
religious, and property rights of the
be
mentioned
in political lobbies.
Arabs.
Since
the
formation
of the mini-front
Of the first 370 Jewish settlements
established after 1948, 350 were on Government in Kerala, speculation
the property Of evicted Arabs. Israel has been rife as to when the same
took over 388 Arab towns and vil- will happen in West Bengal. The
lages containing nearly half the buil- Chief Minister's staying in Delhi for
dings in Palestine, 10,000 shops, six days (the longest period so far)
business, and stores and some 30,000 anc! taking the Chief Secretary with
acres of citrus groves (from which it him, for the fi~st time since the
drew t of its foreign exchange ear- United Front came into power in
February this year, were regJ.rded as
nings). 07 Arab losses in property
significant.
On the question of law
and revenue had by 1962 reached
over $2000 million. 08 This, in Toyn- . and order also, the Chief Minister
bee's words, is robbery and "all and Mr Chavan have expressed the
Israel is implicated in the matter of same concern, which also may not be
the massacre and expulsion of the accidental.
The situation in some other States
Palestine Arabs because they have
is
also no better. In Uttar Pradesh,
taken the land and the property which
is legally and rightfully still that of Mr C. B. Gupta will certainly have
the Arabs." 09 Most of the Arabs to to go as soon as he finds it difficult
whom all this belong have lived for to include more Ministers in his
20 years in refugee camps on a dole Cabinet. Once a strong man, Mr
of 1500 calories a day and without Gupta's -plight resembles that of
many others in the. Congress old
a penny Of compensation.
Israel's policy of placing all res- guard who are slowly going into
name of Mr
ponsibility for the refugees on the forced retirement-the
Atulya
Ghosh
comes
to
mind
in this
Arab states is designed to hide its own
connection.
In
Kerala,
the
Achutha
crimes against these people and· to
confuse the real issue : that the P,ales- Menon Ministry looks like surviving
tine dispute is, first of all, a dispute. till the Assembly re-opens in J anuary; it cannot survive without Con.
beilween Israel and the Palestine
gresss
support and the Chief Minister,
Arabs, citizens of a nation that has
if
he
is
to be believed, has promised
beety obliterated from the map but
which lives in them and whicli they to resign even at the hint of indirect
are determined to restore; it is only suPPOrt from that party.
On Uttar' Pradesh, the newspapers
secondarily ,a disputei between the
are almost unanimous in their verdict
Arab states and Israel.
(To be concluded) that C. B. Gupta no longer enjoys
a majority in the House; neither did
Tripathi.
For Mr
•• Don Peretz, The Middle East Today, Mr Kamalapati
Gupta to continue or Mr Tripathi to
New York, 1963, p. 297.
Corm, op. cit., p. 26.
succeed him, support of the Bharatiya
to Toynbee, at
McGill University, Mont- Kranti Dal is essential. The Indian
reat, January 31, 1961.
Express says that Mr Gupta had him.
self admitted that his was a minority
Government when, after the resigna.
For FRONTIER contact
tion of nine Mnnis~ers, he compared
SANYAL BROS.
his Government
with that of. Mrs
26, Main Road ]amshedpur-l
Gandhi's at the Centre. But unlike

Unstable States
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J
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Mrs Gandhi, Mr Gupta has not, so
far, faced the Assembly and on the
other hand has tried to win support
by appointing more Ministers. One
only hopes that his Government will
not be like that of Mr Harihar Singh's
in 13ihar which, when it fell, had 21
Ministers without
portfolio. The
paper continues to say that while no
one would object to Mr Gupta's heading a minority Government if it is
supported by the majority
in the
House, that majority will have to be
proved. The UP legislature is not
in session and in normal course
there is no need to summon it before
March. But Mr Gupta should not
lake shelter behind this technicality
and derive such benefit from; it as he
can. Failure to convene an early
session of the legislature to establish
his 'ght to rule will be a violation
of democratic principles. And while
the argument that Uttar Pradesh cannot afford to have yet another midterm poll may be justified, what is
more important is that the Constitution
and democratic
rectitude
should prevail.
Writing on identical
lines, the
Hindustan Times says that with the
disappearance of a single party majority (in U.P.) a coalition or external
support· will be necessary. Care,
however, needs to be taken to see
that new alliances forged are not
purely opportunist but are based on
some agreed programme. The paper
feels that the happening in Uttar
Pradesh is likely to be the pattern in
other States in the future.

Kerala
Kerala has attracted the attention
of the Times of India. Or, to be
more specific, the CPI (M) movement for seizure of private lands
which would be declared surplus under the Agrarian Reforms Amendment Bill. This is seen as a blatant
attempt to intimidate the State GoverIlment which is no less committed
than the previous UF Government
to implement -the measure speedily.
Mr Achutha Menon has displayed
good sense by stating that forcible
seizure of land will not he permitted.
But Mr Menon, despite his firmness,

has yet to test the strength of his
Government in the Assembly and his
claim that 'the Assembly cannot be
summoned straightaway because cere
tain laws will have to be drafted,
rings hollow. The truth is that Mr
Menon is in no hurry to summon the
House because of his conviction that
with each day's delay more and more
MLAs will come over to his side. The
fate of the ruling coalition hinges on
the attitude of the nine Congress MLAs.
And the backing of these men, even
if available, will peither strengthen
the ideological cohesion of the Gov.
ernment nor help it to beat back the
challenge the CPI (M) poses. The
paper says that the situation in
Kerala was what the Administrative
Reforms Commission had in mind
when it suggested that the Governor
should not hesitate to summon the
State Assembly suo moto for the purpose of deciding whether the Mihistry enjoys a majority or not. And
the stage may soon arrive in Kerala
when he may have no option bu t to
act.
•
The Statesman has the Congress

party in West Bengal to worry about.
It says that with the setting up of an
ad hoc committee, the repercussions
of the Congress split have reached
the State sooner than expected. Mr
Subramaniam has directed the State
Congress Committee to transfer its
functions to the ad hoc committee.
"Of course the WBPCC will agree to
nothing of the sort and Mrs Gandhi's
interim Congress President himself
probably does not expect his show
cause notice to be taken too serio
ously". Anyway the first shots have
been fired in the campaign to gain
control of the party organization in
the St.ates, especially where the Con.
gress (0) is well entrenched
as in
Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and Mysore.
In these States, as in West Bengal,
the intention presumably is to pro.
vide a formal rallying point around
which dissidents can be gathered. In
West Bengal the BangIa Congress'
motivations have already been the
subject of much speculation. Mr
Ajoy Mukherji
has dismissed any
possibility of his return to the Congress bot that is what he is expected

,

to say. It is certain that with the
appointment of an ad hoc committee,
the BangIa Congress' options have to
a large extent increased.
Mean.
while it is difficult to see that
Mr Subramaniam
has benefited
greatly by forestalling the WBPCC
meetings scheduled for December 6.
No serious dent has been made in
the organization
though loyalties
are to be had
provided
the
price is right. However, the sooner
it is accepted that there are two separate Congress organizations, the
better it is for all concerned. The
country will at least be spared the
farce of two groups trying to suspend each other, a farce of which
Mr Subramaniam is himself guilty in
his first executive action as interim
president. The split is real enough
but has been more untidy than it
need have been. With the profitability of political dissidence on the increase, Mr Nijalingappa will have to
keep a keen eye on his followers in
the States. At the same time the ad
hoc committees will have an uphill
task before them.
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Lenmer Dak
By A

DRAMA

CRITIC

thought- Utpal Dutt is
Ialways
miles ahead as producer rather
ilian as playwright. His talent in
stagecraft one would rate as far superior to even his histrionic abilities.
These impressions are now confirmed
lrom . watching a performance of
Leniner Oak (The Call of Lenin').
Will Mr Dutt take it terribly amiss
if I say that, while the theme must
invariably be hi~ own, the actual
scriptwriting for a play should be
done by others with a better ear fQr
the cadences and nuances of Bengali
prose? Even in terms of dramatic
juxtaposition, there is an excess of
episodicness in the way the different
scenes are strung together; one misses
the logical surge towards a dramatic
climax. Therefore the mes,sage-that
it is necessary to organise the peasants
in the villages and adequately arm
them if counter-revolution is to be
repulsed-does
not
quite
come
through. Besides, those who had witnessed Utpal Dutt's production of
Teer two seasons ago will not find
any significant additional alttributes
either in the message, or in the modus
operandi adopted for putting it
through. While bows and arrows
have been replaced by guns and rifles,
the rest of the happenstances bear a
close resemblance to the fierce dramatics in Teer.
Satya Bandyopadhay plays in the
role of Lenin with brisk zest, although the occasional reduction of
the role to near-clowning cannot be

OUf
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approved: I really do not know
whether this is Mr Bandyopadhay's
own ,interpretation of the great leader's personality, or something imposed by the. pla~right-producerdirector
himself. I found
both
Palash Das'g Stalin and San:tanu
Ghosh's Bukharin rather wooden.
Utpal Dutt has, nearly inevitably,
thrown himself with great gusto into
the role of the counter-revolutionary
religious villain and comes off extremely well. Sova Sen's competence in
the part of Akulina-a
character
which could be ~traight out of Gorki's
Mother-is also something which can
be taken for granted, but even here,
I must have seen her fill in umpteen
similar roles on several occasions in
the past. Aparna Sen's Marina is
definitely weak: the steel of will and
grit one associates with a communist
damsel are not meant for her. Political play-acting is obviously not her'
forte, and the firebreathing revolutionary stuff Utpal Dutt has put in
her mouth comes out as mimicry.
It would be less than honest not
to admit that the play does not
permit any willing suspension of disbelief. The meticulous rounding-off
usually expected of the Little Theatre
Group is nowhere to be seen in
Leniner Dak, and the air of casualness which pervades the script is
nearby e'iually reflected in the production. Tapas Sen's lighting of
course shows him as retaining his old
flair for innovations. But, in general,
I could sense that something was
missing, skill was being impeded by
amateurishness, and there was a slight
smell of mustiness in the minutiae of
production.

Leningrad Ballet
REKHA

DEVI

R

ABINDRA
Sadan was packed
when the Maly Academic Theatre from Leningrad performed. Unfortunately,
the hall was not big
enough to accommodate all those anxious to attend; hundreds went away
disappointed; thousands had tried in
. vain earlier to get tickets by hook or
crook. The performance was sponsored by the Ministry of Education
under the Indo-USSR cultural exchange programme. The visiting company of about 40 included dancers,
diredtors and musician'S.
On Sunday-the
only day this teviewer could get a seat-the
programme began with Act II of the celebrated ballet "Swan Lake" with
Tchaikovsky's music. The entry of
the prince in grey attire got diffused
because of the backdrop in the same
colour, but the swans in sheer white
stood out beautifully, as they glided
gracefully on the stage. Ludmila Filina
as "The Swan" danced with feeling;
there was lyrical quality about her
light and effortless Imovements.
The second part of the programme
started with a collection of short, colourful
items, some of them folk,
others highly sophi~ticated. In the
latter variety, '!Romantic", danced by
Sherokish Svetlana Grigoryevna and
Khamzin Adol Sagmanovich stood out,
It was delicately performed with flying,
bird-like movements. "Dolls" added
an element of humour to the show,
it was amusing b.esides being entertaining. Another interval and the
programme ended with a classical
ballet from "Pakhita",

This is certainly not one of LTG's
best efforts. Maybe a little editing
It would have been better if the
here and there, and perhaps a con- Leningrad troupe had chosen fewer
certed attempt at improving the qua- items of longer duration. In the short
lity of the crowd scenes, could still time given to most items, it was not
do the trick. A season even with a possible to do justice to them. An
somewhat sedate Utpal Dutt is in any item would end before the tempo
case to be preferred to one without could be built up; the climax was
him. And I· will be most unnappy if rarely reached. The audience ·at RaCalcutta's public do not appreciate
binara Sadan was interested enough
Leniner Dak well enough to take it to take in longer items, although one
on at least till April 22, 1970.
must confess to a feeling of. deep' dis-

appointment on one count. Most of
the audience seeemed too tired or lazy
to give the performers the ovation
desen'ed.

strip edition of Bram Stoker's gothic
thriller done with a real creative
zaniness, the hallmark of Polanski's
side-splitting comedy of terrors.

A brief word of advice to the management of Rltbindra
Sadan. It
should see to it in future that the
stage is not uneven, as it was during
the feast of the baBet. Ballet dancers
have to glide on the stage on their
toes. Any crevices on the stage, of
which there seem, alas, quite a few,
can be dangerous.

praeula
While Polanski achieves the real
thing in his study of medieval horror,
another film of this genre Dracula
Has Risen From The Grave with the
blood-curdli ng theme of the resurrection of the Vampire is only an incompetent re..creation of the old
classic and Christopher
Lee as the
Count has neithel" the flexibility nor
the range of the other magnificent
interpreters of the same role like
Max Schreck and Bela Lugosi,
The Ambushers
is another spymovie which usually threatens to out.
do all its pt'edecessors and juS! ends
up being a bunch of phoney promises.
The hero is Matt Helm, portrayed
with a singular lask of style by Dean
Martin and the gadgets, gags and the
girls have all been seen before. One
wonders when this foolish procession
of espionage idols will end so that
one can get into the real pangs and
anguish of the running man.

Hour Of The Dead
MRIGANKA

SEKHAR

RAY

INTENDED as a spoof on the vampire movies, Roman Polanski's
The Fearless VamPire Killers amply
illustrates his versatile talent.
The
ease with which he has travelled from
the psychological complexities of his
earlier films to this fiesta of boister0us fun is really remarkable.
The
opening is absolutely vintage vampire film with a big pale moon shin, ing on the snow-capped TransylvanIa,
where Professor Ambrosius and his
assistant head for an adventure ot
vampire-hunting.
The inn where
they take shelter for the night is an
idea:! setting for the vampires' romp,
with luscious beauties on one side
awaiting the magic touch of their
fangs and on the other the rooms
furnished with bunches of garlic, the
traditional weapon against vampires'
• attacks. The
design displays a
genuine flair for the period and the
count's castle is a wonder of studio
construction. Equally thrilling is the
spectacle of the dead awakening and
the midnight ball of the vampires to
the haunting
tunes of a macabre
waltz. The performances of the Professor by Jack Macgowran and the
assistant played by Polanski himself
recall the days of true slapstick and
the vampire count and his son play
it. hard in the cold expressionistic
style of the old German horror films.
Throughout the film one has th~
feeling of going through a comic

declares that Rafiqul Islam is trying
to abandon the Chinese path altoge.
ther and is an agent of Sundarayya
and Ranadive!. For a long time
now, the higher leaders of the ML
have been browbeating everyone with
Ihis kind of stupid abuse. The time
has come to call their bluff. Islam
clearly pointed out that the absence
of four out of Mao's fi.ve conditions
must not be used to justify betrayal
ot the revolution as the neo-revision.
ists did a few years back. Nor must
it be used to justify the betrayal initiated in the so-called Document of
1951 to which some of the top r·r.revolutionary leaders of the present ML
party lent energetic support on be.
half of the Co.ordination Committee.
Rafiqul Islam was trying to point
out that there are other specific In.
dian conditions which make revolu·
tion possible, the adoption of the
Chinese path possible. But the columnist need not disprove the .absence
of four conditions!
Nor need he
show revolution is still possible I He
need
merely
snarl.
"Ranadive's
agent!" and alI is done.

He suddenly charges me with "not
even mentiohing" Lin Piao's classic,
"Long Live the Victory of People's
Letters
War" and in the same sentence> de.
clares that I have put a wrong inter.
pretation on Lin Piao'\, "historic"
statement that "guerilla war is the
A columnist in D'eshabrati weekly, only method of organizing the peo.•
the official organ of the CPI (ML) . pIe". But this statement of Lin
has come out with what it probably Piao's happens to occur in his clas.
considers a withering reply to my sic on People'sl War. As for alleged
article published in Frontier (Octo- misinterpretation, I had said in my
ber 18) called "General Line Of the article that Lin advocated this for a
Colonial Revolution".
In my article situation when a people's army is alI had quoted hom Mao's "Why can ready waging a war of liberation. I
Red Political Power exist in China" repeat this and challenge the colum.
to show that four out of five coudi- nist to argue the point, not make
tions listed b¥ Mao do not exist in idiotic charges based on insufficient
India.
The
columnist
does not reading of the classics. I further
agree with this. One therefore ex- quoted Mao Tsetung in my art.icle
pects that he will proceed to show to suggest that during
the period
that all five conditions
are to be when a people's - army .has not yet
found here.' Nothing
of the sort. been formed, armed struggle is not
Or else he should proceed to prove the "only" form but the "principal"
that Mao is wrong about the five form of struggle, and that therefore,
conditions and that one can establish in the present condition of our coun.
red power without them. Nothing of try, when a people's army does not
the sort either. The columnist merely yet exist, the MI:s organisational re.

Little Men Against Mao

solution is a gross defiance of the ins.
tructions of Mao. Can the Desha.
brati columnist answer this? Does he
mean to say that the ML leaders have
discovered a conflict between Mao
and Lin, and that they have chosen
Lin? But the fact is, there is no conflict between them; they are writing
about different stages of the same re·
volution, and that is why they only
look different, but are essentially the
same, It is your job to ascertain in
what stage your revolution is at the
moment and adopt the relevant ins.
tructions. Sine we find there is no
Red Army yet in our country and
that there is a revolutionary party
which directly- opposes the thoughts
of Mao, Rafiqul Islam suggested that
we are in a stage where Mao's for.
mulation about armed struggle being
the "principal" form along with other
forms of struggle should be adopted.
To this the columnist dares not make
any answer, but goes to the length of
saying that Islam "has tried to dis.
prove the present Mao by the past
Mao" I Really, audacity and imper.
tinence should be based a little more
on knowledge; I have never seen anyone with su'ch little intelligence at.
tempting such enormous tasks. Does
e think the present Mao can
disproved by the past Mao, that
there is a contradiction between them,
that Mao is one of his "creative"
Marxists who somersault from time
to time, that his thoughts are not a
consistent, integrated philosophy but
full of about.turns, self-contradictions and somersaults?
I had quoted
Mao in my
article to show that the ML
party's formulation that the principal
contradiction in our country today is
between "feudalism and the peasant
~asses" is wrong and dangerous, because Mao says, that even when imperialist aggression is indirect, the
principal contradiction is always be.
tween "the masses" (not peasant
masses) and "the alliance between
imperialism and the feudal classes"
(not feudalism). In trying to answer
this the columnist decides for once to
quote Mao, But strange and inex.
plicable-he does not quote the pas-

cipat contradiction", But the Chair·
sage from Mao's "On Contradiction"
which refers to the stage when impe. man refuses to oblige; he straightrialist aggression is indirect, a stage away brings imperialism into the
in which India finds herself today. "alliance of imperialism and the
Instead he quotes Mao on the stage feudal classes".
of direct aggression of imperialism,
Finally 1 am charged with advocatwhen all classes, except a handful of
traitors, oppose imperialism, and de- ing bourgeois nationalism I Why this
accusation? Because I
duces that during indirect aggression devastating
tried
to
suggest
that the fact that In.
the enemy is not imperialism but
dra is a multinational State, is a spe.
only feudalism! Listen to him:
cial characteristic which must never
"This means that when imperialism be lost sight of. Both Mao and
is indirect,' as in our country to- Lin are continually asserting that
day, Ghairman Mao is clearly tell. Marxist.Leninists must support na·
ing us that the principal contra- tional wars of liberation and it is
diction is between the people and only the modern revisionists who
"oppose and repudiate the national
the feudal order. During indirect
liberation movement" ("Apologists
rule of imperialism,
the Chairman
of Neo-colonialism") . Let us· refer
has not b1'ought imperialism
into
the columnist to a collection of vital
the princiPal contradiction'~,
papers Of the Chinese Com,munist
I suggest this is a lie, The colum. Party called "The Polemic on the
nists' conclusions from Mao's remark General Line of the International
on direct aggression, directly contra· Communist Movement", especially to
diet Mao's remarks on indirfXt aggres. pages 15, 188, 202, 204, 213, 230, 239,
sion. Why does he quote Mao on 384, 401 and 403, in all of which the
direct aggression and then, with his cpe instructs us to raise the banner
colossal ignorance and impertinence, of national wars. It appears theretry to draw conclusions on what fore that Mao and the epe are also
Mao probably thinks about indirect suffering from bourgeois nationalist
aggression? Has he read "On Con- deviation I Radio Peking too offers
tradiction"? Mao has a huge passage unconditional support to the Naga,
on indirect aggression itself, which re- Mizo and Kashmiri people; obviously
lieves fools from the burden of draw- therefore Radio Peking also is a
organisation I
ing their own conclusions on the sub- bourgeois-nationalist
The
mystery
deepens.
The
whole ot
ject. Mao is explicit on the point:
Asia, Africa and Latin America is in
"When imperialism carries on its ferment; a national war of global
oppression not by war, but by proportions is being waged and US
milder .means-political, economic imperialism and Soviet social.impe.
and cultural-the
ruling classes in rialism are being surrounded; how
semi-colonial countries capitulate can an Indian communist even now,
to imperialism, and the two form in 1969, equate these national wars
with bourgeois nationalism? Why
an alliance for the joint oppression
of the masses of the peoPle.
At should an Indian communist attempt
such a time, the masses often resort to denounce by implication these
How can
to civil war against the alliance of great wars of liberation?
imperialism
and the feudal classe<s an Indian communist declare in print
... " (Mao Tsetung: "Four Essays that communists must not lead wars
liberation (De<shabrati.
on Philosophy" Peking, 1966, p. 52) of national
May
30,
1968,
P 5)? How can one
The columnist says, "the principal
still
have
the
audacity to bracket
. contradiction is between the people
national
liberation
with
bourand the feudal order". But Mao re·
In whose infers to "the alliance of imperialism geois nationalism?
and the feudal classes". The colum. terest is this game? On whose order?
nist thinks "the Chairman has not -Obviously the'" only forces in the
brought imperialism into the prin. world today who want to cut India'

r

off from the mainstream ot global
revolution are the imperialists and
their agents. Is it not strange that
the Deshabrati
columnist is doing
exactly what these forces desire?
That brings us to the principal
question raised by Rafiqul Islam in
his article: why is the ML leadership shielding imperialism at every
step? Th" columnist does not dare
to answer this question, and hence
abuses, lies, squirms, prevaricates. I
ask him to answer the questions raised by me in my' article. I shall repeat them briefly here:
1. I charged that the CPI (ML)
defies Mao and refuses to search for
Indian characteristics; .that Jits 1>10./
gans are negative; that it is in actual
practice alienating Mao from the Indian masses.

•

2. I charged that it refused to face
the question of the five conditions of
red political power raised by Mao;
I said that the wars among the ruling
classes referred -to by Mao do not yet
occur in India; I said that Mao's
conditions tha~ there should be a red
army and a strong and correct communist party before red power can
be established cannot be found in
India yet.
3. I charged that Mao has emphatically and repeatedly
insisted on
various forms of struggle, along with
armed struggle, and that the CPI(ML) has opposed Mao on this; I
charged that it is destroying every
possibility of building a democratic
front and that it is abandoning and
disrupting mass organisations, in dl'fiance of Mao's instructions.
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4. I charged that it wilfully and
malevolently distorted Mao's teaching and excluded im'perialism from
the principal
contradiction
toda~;
the columnist tried to answer thIS,
.as we have seen by further distortions of Mao's written instructions.
5. I charged that the political resolution of the CPI (ML) defies Mao
by referring to "peasant masses" as
an aspect of the principal contradiction, whereas Mao clearly refers to
"the masses".
6. I charged that the political resolution defied Mao again by asserting that ill the whole=period of democratic revolution, the principal
contradiction will constantly remain
the same. I charged that thereby it
is hiding from the people the inevitability of direct imperialist aggression. I charged that it was thus once
more shielding imperialism.
7. I charged that the CPI (ML) is
hiding the special role of imperialism
since World War II, that it is suppressing the teachings of Lin Piao
and Mao Tsetung with regard to the
violence and scale of imperialist intervention "in all parts of the world".
I charged that it was thus once more,
for reasons best known to itself.
shielding the role of imperialism
from the masses.
8. I charged that the CPI (ML) is
suppressin~ao's
teachings on national self_determination and the role
of "nation", "language" and other
factors and their importance for India.
I charged that it is deliberately defying China's explicit directives as to
the importance of national self-determination in Indian conditions. I
said this was the weakest link in the
Indian colonial structure and that,
by hitting precisely here, the revolutionaries can force the hidden imperialist
to 'come out in the open.
I charged that, by refusing to take
up this task, it is again indirectly
shielding imperialism.
RAFIQUL

ISLAM

Calcutta

Tellicherry-Pulpalli
In the early hours Of November 22,
1968 over 300 workers, peasants and
students.. armed with all sorts of handmade weapons made an attempt to
raid the main police station at Tellicherry in North Malabar. Their plan
went awry. Discarding everything in
their possession they took to their
heels and spread themselvlC!sall over
the State and outside in an attempt
to evade the police. Thus the lid
was laid on a "ludicrous" incident
(as F1'Ontier's Ramji described it) but
which, as few imagined at that time,
was nonetheless only a prelude to
what was to take place just 48--hours
later in the deep, desolatleljungles of
the Wynad range of hills.
In the early hours of November 24,
scores of peasant revolutionaries
armed with country-made guns, handmade bombs and other weapons raided the police witeless station at Pulpally, on top of the Wynad rangesand destroyed it. In the mele@ that
followed a police wireless operator
was killed, a sub-inspector and sev
ral constables were wounde:l. T
jubi~nt
rebels then proceeded
attack the local landlords and
the local peasantry. Having accom
plished their plans they went their w
swiftly to the -deep Tirunelli forests,
a few miles away. to await their comrades.in.arm
from Tellicherry
to
join forces with them and then tospread the flames of armed revolt all
over Wynad, as a beginning to the
end of the age-old reactionary rule of
the Congress and revisionist parties
who were only stooges of foreign
- imperialists. Wynad, it must be remembered, was the homeland of traditionally martial tribesmen
like
Kurichians and others who today are
made to live like beasts of prey.
Two-thirds of the land here belong,
even now, to British imperialist plaIk.:;
tation owners.
Little did the comrades of Pul.
pally suspect at that time that they
had already been betrayed at Telli •..
cherry. Days and days of waiting in
this desolate jungle brought them no

solace. Their numbers were depleted.
Anci in an accident which set off their
stock of explosives, they lost for ever
one of their stalwarts, a poor
peasant revolutionary, Kisan Thomman. Fully armed rice-soldiers of
the EMS Government were already
sweeping the jungles and ravines of
Wynad with the aid of helicopters
and police dogs. Having lost all
hope of coming across any of the
comrades they were expecting, and
in desperation, this band of young revolutionaries broke
up to meet
again somewhere else. But, in the
execution of this plan, almost all of
them were outwitteq by the police
and got arrested.'
What followed is known to everybody-the reign of terror, molestation,
lock-'up, torture
-and, repression
let loose on the people and the revolutionaries.
What made these young workers
and peasants and young intellectuals
resort to armed action?
The problems they faced under a century-old
imperialist and feudal oppressive rule,
of the total
,pauperisation
'0£
the peasantry and the mounting destitution of tht;<workers in the beedi,
handloom and other industries were
beyond solution by 'peaceful' parli,amentary methods. Slowly, yet surely,
they began to realize that unless
political power is in their hands
directly, no redress could be found.
And experience has taught them that
whomsoever >they voted )to power
always turned their back the minute
they got
on the saddle
and
hit them the same way las did the
hated Congress
administration and
their' imperialist masters in the past.
The only way open for them was
to capture political power directly
and this, they found, could only be
done by sheer armed force.
There was a 'time when such a
way of thiAking was considered sheer
madness. But times have changedindeed changed beyond recognition.
In the East, a new Red Sun has
not only risen but is steadily shedding its brilliance all over the world:.

It is fast dispelling the age-old darkness from the continents 'of Asia,
Africa and Latin America. The ~xplaits o~ the brave Vietnamese peasants have once for all shattered' the
myth that the imperialists are almighty. They . were p(oved to be
paper
tigers. On top of all this
came the Cultural Revolution in
China, wbich has irrevooably and inevitably heralded a new era in human society. It was in these conditions that the lfirst spring thunder
broke out in India, in Naxalbari,
heralding the new course that the
Indian people were to take for their
liberation.
They knew the Congress always
spoke lies. They had discarded it
long ago. Discarded also ,were all
other reactionary and social-democratic parties including the Dange clique
of modern' revisionism. There remained only the revisionist of EMS-A.K.
Gopalan brand. Naxalbari spelled their
doom too. But Malabar has been
for decades the hot bed of the intrigues
of these revisionist chieftains. It
was not an easy thing for our workers and peasants to shake off their
influence. Yet they did, even though
a. wee bit, in North Malabar and in
tile deep jungles of Wynad in 1968.

firms this. Nothing
in the world
can smother the spirit of' rebellion
that was kindled in the hearts of
the proletarian revolutionaries who
sparked off the Tellicherry-Pulpally
revolt and which is now spreading to
ever wider sections of the revolutionary people of Kerala.
KUNNIKKAL

NARAYANAN

Calicut, Kerala
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Tellicherry-Pulpally
failed in its
objective, fOr the time being. But
did it gain something precious? Yes,
it did. It has spread a new message,
the message of Naxalbari in terms
of flesh and blood, in terms of concrete action:" It has also made its Foreign AIR MAIL Rates (One Year)
indelible contribution to the birth of
the Communist Party of India (MarEurope: Rs. 120 or 15 dollars
xist-Leninist) .
Asia: Rs. 88 or 11 dollars
Yet there were peopLe-some in
America: Rs. 168 or 21 dollars
the revolutionary fold itself and' some
in positions of leadership-who
maBy Surface Mail
ligned this revolt, cast aspersions on
it, threw mud at the militants and
All countries: Rs. 40 or 5 dollars
even tried to excommunicate them
from the revolutionary
fold. And
even today some are vainly 'attemptLong-term Subscriptions will
ing to do so. History no doubt will
very soon deal with these new type
help the weekly
Of usurpers.
This is certain. The
entire history of our movement con-
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of what happened in 1958 after the late President Iskander Miria had
, been given a one-way tickN to London: first General Ayub made himsel
chief martial law administrator and then declared himself President. On
March 25 this year General Yahya took power as chief martial law;
administrator; within six days he was President. He did say that •
mission was limited, but people could not be blamed if they remain
sceptical and reared the worst-active army support ~o fanatical lsi
hordes. In the event, however, it appears that his mission is going
be rather limited indeed. It is proposed that elections to a Nati
Assembly will be held/on October 5 next year, the Assembly should
convened by the end of October and complete the framing of a Con ti
tution by the ~nd of Febtuary 1971, and a new Governmen,t should t
be installed in March 1971. In that case, Yahya's autocratic rule will Ii
last mote than two years, as against Ayub's ten.
Rul.ets! military or other, seldom reHnquish power voluntarily. I
Genetal Yahya is acting a little differently, it is because he knows tha
the alternative would .be an upheaval even more catastrophic than ttie
one which overthrew General Ayub. Tension between the eastern art
western wings, more specifically between the numerically larger Bengali
••nd the economically stronger Punjabis,· has continued to' rise. Ther
has been talk even of the western minority provinces, Sind, Baluch
and the NWFP forming a "united front offrontie'i ptovinces" to W
~rowing punjabi domination. The 1lOIdier.Preside~tmust bave seen tfit
if these tensions were allowed to grow to the point of another maJ
explosion, e"en his beloved Army mighf fail to hold the country togefher.
Time was running out. So President Yahya had to make an aDA
nouncement. This was expected by several observers; only New Dei
is said t? be completely surprised by the announcement's timins a
scope. Btr,t few could be sure about the content. The optionS" 'tV
not many, but the choice Wlli extremely difficult. Would the west
pne.unit be maintained as a counter~poi8e to the more populous e
Would the w~stern wing continue to enjoy parity with the ea
President Yahya has not answered- the second question; at least t

answer was not clear from the reports
last weekend. "One man, one vote"
is an exc~lent principle, but it will
not necessarily ensure one-representative in the Assembly for the same
number of people in the east and the
west. If the constituencies are un~
equal in population size, parity be~
tween East Pakistan's 55% of the
total Pakistani population and the
western wing's 459"0 could be main~
tained in the National Assembly even
on a "one man, one vote" basis. But
this is unlikely to be the intention;
Rawalpindi knows that the East
Pakistanis will never accept this kind
of artificial parity.
Anyway, President Yahya's answer
to the first question shows that he
is not entirely lacking in political
shrewdness. Maintenance of the 'western one-unit would have been politi~
cally profitable for Rawalpindi only if
the unit were homogeneous at least
in sentiment. But the minority pro~
vinces' resentment against the Pun~
jabi hegemony made the unit not
only useless, but also potentially dan~
gerous. In order to safeguard their
interests in relation to West Punjab,
these provinces would not have hesi~
tated to support even the extreme
East Pakistani demand for autonomy. Instead, as vulnerable mino~
rity provinces in the new federal se~
up, they will be more inclined to
support Punjab's demands for safe~
guards against domination by the
more populous eastern wing. An
obvious way of providing such safe~
guards would be to have a bicameral
legislature, with a balanced Upper
House serving as a check on the east~
ern~dominated Lower.
These, however, are peripheral
questions.
The central problems
hinge on East Pakistan's demand for
nearly full autonomy. Unless Sheikh
Muj'ibur Rahman, beloved of the
West and Russia and therefore likely
to be given a special status by Gene~
ral Yahya Khan, suddenly discovers
the virtues of a fundamental compro~
.....misehe must press for complete East
Pakistani autonomy except in defence,
foreign affairs and a part of finance.
In any uncompromising fight for this
deman~ he will have the support of

nOl only the much more radical
Maula.na Bhashani but the entire
people of East Pakistan. But a more
fundamental test wUI come when
Sheikh Mujibur turns from purely
political to social and economic ob~
jectives, to which he has so far paid
little attention. Is his party going to
be content with the kind of democracy
that has SO signally failed in Irndia, or
is it going to demand and work for
a more radical change of the socio~
economic structure? The answer will
decide not only his future, but Pakistan's as well.
I

Standstill In Secretariat
It is for Mr. Ajoy Mukherjee and
his mentor, Mr SushiI Dhara,' to de~
cide how to untangle the knot in
which they have tied themselves up
and, in the process, the United Front.
The way charges and counter~charges
are being flung would suggest that
the Front has ceased1...thoughattempts
are continuing to give it a fresh lease
of life by a sort of heart~transplant
on the performing parties. Experience shows that heart-transplant
patients do .not survive for long; if
the UF can prove itself an exception,
it would have to brace itself up for
a more active life -than what it has
been leading for the past few months.
Out of the current spell of slander~
ing has emerged the fact that gov~
ernmental work has almost come to
a standstill. Mr Dhara has chided
Mr Jyoti Basu for being a ,Nosy Par~
ker, but he cannot hide that Commerce and Industry is one of the departments having no achievement to
its credit. Whether Mr Dhara disposes of files during brief intervals
between tours, or tours during the
long intervals between disposal of one
bunch of files and another is imma~
terial; for the success of a minister
does not depend on his ability for
quick disposal of files. Oftener than
not, instant disposal of files may
mean ministerial rubber~stilmping of
secretarial recommendations; it may
denote lack of, ministerial initiative
and avoidance o~ bold policies.

Commerce and Industry is not the
only moribund department; there
are others-'also, but they are not so
much in the limelight because their
ministers are not masquerading as the
saviours of West Bengal. Nor is the
deficiency limited to ministers of any
particular party. The law and order
situation needs considerable improve~
ment; it is poor defence) to i[>oint
accusing fingers at Gujarat or Andhra
Pradesh, for better administration is
expected of the UFo The UF leaders
will be unfair to themselves if they
wmpare their government with those
of the Congress. This is one of the
pitfalls of too many leaders speaking
too often, and the UF leaders may
ao better than emulate Congressmen
in this matter. The public transport
system of Calcutta is another depart~
ment on which the UF has failed to
impact; the minister is too good a
man to be able to cope with undertakings abounding with habitual
shir.kers and idlers; it is also natural
for him to avoid unpleasant decisions
in the few weeks that he will be in
office even if the UF Government
survives. And what about Calcutta
itself, caught between the grinding
mills of two statutory organisations
with grandiose names charged with
the responsibility for transforming it
into a city beautiful? The Govern~
ment seems to have realised that two
organisations are one too many but
does not know what to do. Both
have become havens of rest for sine~
curists. A cabinet committee was ap~
pointed months ago to recommend
measures tor raising resources. If it
has met at all, it has not been able
to do anything as is apparent from
the State GoVtttlment's recent repre~
sentation to the Centre that it may
not contribute a naya paisa to the
financing of the state plan if its re~
venue deficits are not fully met- by
the Government of India.
Some UF parties may not like if
the Government as a whole is held
responsible for these failures. A queer
logic moves them; they think that the
achievements on labour and peasant
fronts redound to the credit of aU
parties, but the lapses of, say, the
Home department 'QUachto the min.

ister-in-charge only. To apportion
blame may, therefore, be treading on
dangerous grounds. But the fact is
that the UF has ceased to run the
government; it has abdicated in favour of the bureaucracy which it ha~
pledged to hold in leash. Politicking
has become the wholetime occupation
of ministers; so busy are they with
sniping at one another that they have
110 time for policy making or preventing made policies from being unmade
in the process of implementation.
Mr Dhara is an extreme example,
but few can claim complete exoneration. 'With all power and no responsibility the bureaucracy never had
had it so good. If this trend is not
reversed there will be little to rejoice
over the UF's survival.

Tactical Or Ideological?
.1 correspondent writes:
When the CPM supported Mr
Subba Rao in 1967 as a candidate for
the Presidential post, everybody accepted the support as entirely tactical.
There was no doubt that even the
Swatantra candidate was used in an
effort to split the Congress. But a
lot of confusion has grown since the
CPM supported the Indira Government on the Rabat issue. Was the
support tactical or ideological? The
confusion owes its orgin to the CPM
analysis itself according to which the
requisitionist
Congress is less reactionary than the organization Congress. This is a stand obviously contradictory to its earlier understanding
of the Congress as a homogeneous
body representing the class interests
of the rich. The CPI has been all
along analysing the struggle in the
Congress in the same way, using .only
different terms--progressive and reactionary. The CPM has therefore
hastened to clarify its stand. It now
states that the split in the Congress
occurred because the two factions,
while representing the same class interests, differed on the use of tactics.
The organization Congress wants to
adopt naked repression to stifle popular aspirations while the requisi-

tionists want to secure the same objectives under a cover.
In a way the CPM understanding
of the split is different from that or'
the CPl. The CPI believes that a
section of the Congress has been
forted by popular disillusionment
with Congress rule to shed its reactionary character. But this section
even now is not homogeneous. because of its absoIJ?tion of many monopolists.
But with the progress of
mass movements, this section will progressively shed its reactionary character and ultimately align itself with
the working class. The CPM rejects
this theory which has no class approach. The rich cannot allow itself
to ali~n with the workers without
jeopardising its existence and the
Congress" will never turn really progressive.
Therefore,
collaborating
with the Congress without the force
to lead it, as the CPlintends
to do,
is a futile exercise. The CPM has
only one alternative-to
lead mass
movements independently.
It will
support the Indira faction only when
it willy nilly adopts partially progressive measures and will put on relentless pressure to make the Congress
follow up those measures to their
logical end.
Apparently the CPM stand is logical. But there are a few points to
take note of. The GPM claims that
it is organising mass movements entirely independently.
It hailed bank
nationalisation as a progressive measure but said that one measure could
not make the Congress progressive.
But what was exactly its reason to
rush forward with an offer of support
to the Indira Government
on the
Rabat issue? The Rabat affair was
basically a reactionary matter-the
Indira faction gatecrashed into the
Islamic summit, not to help the
Arabs but to propitiate the communalist section of the Muslims in India. The eagerness to save the Indira Government betrayed the CPM
confusion. It was obvious that it
did not consider the time ripe yet for
toppling the Indira Government.
Why? Is it afraid that the organization Congress would have been
more reactionary?
If so, there seems

to be some substance in the charge
that 'the CPM supports the Indira
faction ideologically and not merely
tactically.
The eagerness of the CPM to vote
for the Indira
Government
was
doubly curious because the CPM with
its handful of votes in Parliament was
in no position to topple the Government. Its neutrality on the Rabat
issue could not have tilted the balance
either way. Its unwillingness to let-...
the Indira Government go, its eagerness to blackmail' the ruling Government into conceding some privileges as on the P.D. Act issue, perhaps
betray its petty bourgeois leader .•
ship. Hence all its contradictions.
For example, it indicts the CPI for
collaborating with the Kerala Congress while it coIlaborates with the
BangIa Congress. Its ,)'independent'
struggle seems to exist in theory and
not in action.

More About Pinkville
The stir over the PinkviIle (My
Lai) massacre is growing, and more
details are coming out. Here is the
'account given 'by ~aul M~dlo, of
West Terre Haute, Indiana, who was
in the platoon which, he says, killed
"at least 370 persons". The platoon,
led by Lieutenant Calley, now facing
a cl'lurt-martial on a charge of premeditated murder of 'not less than 70
Oriental human beings', was asked to
gather the villagers. Calley then told
Meadlo: "Vou know what IIwant you
to do with them," About ten minutes later Calley came back and
said, "Haven't you gotten rid of them
yet? Get with it. I want them
dead." The order was carried out.
So~e men, however, did n.ot participate in the shooting.
Meadlo continues: "We all thought
we were doing the right thing. At
the time it didn't bother me." Now
he has serious doubts about what he
did at Pink ville. "The kids and the
women--they didn't have any right
to die.,."
"They didn't put up any fight or
anything. The w0m.en huddled against

.

their children ,'and took it. They
brought their kids real close to their
tomachs and hugged them and put
their bodies over them trying to save
them. It didn't do much good."
A few weeks before the Pinkville
massacre, they saw a woman walking
across rict: paddy and Calley said,
"shoot her". She was shot. "When
we", said Meadlo, "got there, the
girl was alive and had this hole in
her side. Calley tried to get someone to shoot her again. I don't know
if he did."_
Saigon says that there was no
massacre, that 20 civilians were .kill.~
ed in the Pinkville attack, most of
them victims of tactical air strikes or
an artillery barrage. But Meadlo says
there was no artillery barrage, "only
some gunships firing from above."
Meadlo is 27, the son of an Indiana
coal mine worker. He himself works
in a factory. He is the father of two
children. His mqther commented:
"I sent them (the army) a good boy
and they made him a murderer,"
The day after the Pinkville murder his left foot was blown up by a
land mine. Some men in his com·
pany said this was his punishment
for what he had done the day before. They warned· that Calley too
would have his day of judgment.
Other atrocity stories reported in
the U.S. Press by participants and eyewitnesses include the dropping
of
prisoners of war to death from helicopters in order to induce their com·
I:ades to talk; and an; account by a
former infantryman, Terry Reid who
said that "I with many of my comrades had seen at least foo Vietnamese
lying in rice paddies shot-women
taken for intercourse and then shot,"
Thomas F. Loftin, former adjutant
of the 88th Supply and Service Battalion at Pleiku, says that he heard
helicopter pilots bragging loudly and
openly in the company of officers
about killing South Vietnamese civi.
lians in allied-controlled areas during 1966. Loftin claims the pilots
knew they were firing at unarmed
civilians, but they did so anYway
"for sport,"
This of course is not the end of
the story of the 'Quiet' American.
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West Bengal Count-Down?
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A

POLITICAL

the shill disclaimers notwith.
ALLstanding.
the West Bengal mini.

CORRESPONDENT

battle to the Assembly. The interim
Congress President, Mr C. Subramafront was launched here last week at niam, has already given the cl~arance
a quiet dinner session in Ferozeshah for coalition governments
wherever
Road. The scandalous spectacle of possible and West Bengal has not
a Chief Minister leading a protest fast been excluded from the programme.
against his own Government will pro- The familiar Kerala pattern might
vide the Centre the political alibi be repeated with a few minor varia.
for an "Operation
Hooghly", 1970 tions.
version, if Mr P. Sundarayya really
The Marxist chickens are coming
carries out his threat of a street war. home to roost, one after another.
The BangIa Congress has been un- Mr Sundarayya's brave talk is a besuccessfully pretending to be the in- lated answer to a sinister game of
nocent in the State's politics but Mr the CPI-Bangla Congress axis, abetHarekrishna KOQ.artried to convince ted by the Centre. The
Marxists
us on Saturday that the CPI was tak- would find that their action in
ing the poor Mr Ajoy Mukherjee for surrendering
their claim to Chief
a ride and there was nothi.ng more Ministership in West Bengal, in the
than that to the whole crisis.
face of the CPI blackmail, is going
Mr Mukherjee's performance at thr to cost the party dear. It is well on
Press Club of India was frankly be- the cards that the mini-front would
wildering and M_f""-.D.
R. Mankekal,
pull the coup off, with Mr Siddharta
presjdt:nt of the club, made no secret Shankar Ray helping it from the
of his dismay at the unconvincing
sideline. 1£ a mid-term poll at the
answers the Chief Minister gave to Centre becomes inevitable, the West
probing questions. On the whole the Bengal coup will acquire a sense of
Press conference turned out to be urgency. It is generally believed here
hostile and Mr Mukherjee tried to that Mrs Indira Gandhi is preparing
survive from one false position to to get a vote on account jearly in
another until he had blandly con-February
1970 to force a snap eleclradicted himself several times. Even tion.
from his ambiguous answers it was
The timing 'Of the BangIa Con.,.
clear that he was keeping all his op- gress mass fast is significant.' Asked
tionS-it was not yet time for Cen· why he did not think of pr.otest in
tral intervention, he was not think- July-August when the largest numing of rejoining the Congress at the bel' of political murders took place in
moment because /the Syndicate had his State, Mr Mukherjee said he was
not' been finished yet, he would not hoping things would improve but
like the 'United Front to go just now. they had not. Asked if the Naxalite
... All this added up to a pattern and violence in Midnapore was 'more
nothing could be ruled out nowserious than the Marxist violence, the
his leadership of a mini-front minis. Chief Minister said the Naxalites
try, his rejoining the Congress, his were not in the United Front and
seeking Central intervention.
After so it was a different matter.
all. the Kerala mini.front had existed clandestinely long before it sur- Belly-landing
faced and the cpi technique is no
Mrs Gandhi's new look Congress
secret-carrying
the fight Into the made a belly-landing even before it
United Front, quarantining one party took off. The cauldron .in her kitor the other and finally carrying the chen is boiling over and some of the

Pradeshes believed to be wholly with No one follow-up step on bank na·
her may send delegates to the Syndi- tionalisation has been possible and
cate's plenary session in Ahmedabad. 110 homework has been done on any )
The campaign against the inclusion major policy measure. The Chief
of three former CPl activists in the Ministers' Conference on land reo
Working Committee was a red her- forms underlined this. When the
ring deliberately drawn across the Central spokesmen tried to blame the
trail by a frustrated Mr Dinesh Singh. States for the sluggish pace of land
Considering the number of former reforms, it was Mr Mohanlal Sukha.
communists in her Council of Minis. dia who bullied the Centre into silo
ters (Mr lnder Gujral, Mr K. Raghu- ence. Other Chief Ministers joined
,"atha Reddy and Mr Annasaheb him in the attack. It takes 18 months
Shinde) the induction of Mr K. R. to get the Centre's "concurrence" for
Ganesh, Mrs Nandini Satpathi and a land Bill a State proposes and over
Mr Chandrajeet Yadav is nothing to a year after it has been passed to get
complain about. But the more serious the Presidential assent. Land reform
factor is the group dissensions in Mrs leO"islation comes into conflict with
Gandhi's camp. The crash campaign A;ticle 31 of the Constitution because
of her followers to eliminate Mr it involves fundamental rights, and
Chavau's influence in th.e party will the Centre, after talking Mr Nath
create new problems for her in Maha- Pai into withdrawing his Bill to resrashtra.
Mr Chavan was not keen tore Parliament the right to reopen
on holding the plenary session in Bom- the fundamental rights articles of the
bay but Mrs Gandhi forced the de- Constitution, is sitting tight on the
cision on the Working Committee issue. Article 2fi of the Constitution
with the bright observation that the makes it difficult for States like Kerala
Congress ~hould be reborn after 85 and Tamil Nadu to touch the huge
years in the city of its birth. The land holdings with the temple trusts
campaign is aimed at denigrating all and endowments and the Article has
the other aspirants to Prime Minister- to be scrapped in the first place.
ship. But at no time has Mrs Gandhi Again, all the land records of the East
been so weak and helpless as she is T~dia Company vintage are based on
now. She has strengthened the State ownership of land and not on occusatraps in the process but has gained pancy rights. If the tenants are to be
very little herself because in her own protected a new set of records have
home State she has failed to capture" to be created, which' means funds.
the organisation intact. The new The plea was for Central loans to
Syndicate of Chavan, Sukhadia and help the process so that new land reD. P. Mishra is the power factor to cords could be built up but the Centre
watch.
pretends it has no responsibility Jar
Mrs Gandhi's politicking has reach- any of these vital issues. The con.
ed the dead-end. Her position is so" ference ended without any significant
- tenuous and false in relation to the decision after the usual platitudes.
The Chief Minister of Kerala did
party and in relation to Parliament.
not think it necessary to attend the
Our agent at Varanasi
conference and so sent in a deputy.
Others, including Harekrishna Konar,
MANNALAL DAS
took it easy. The telling footnote
D-35/321A Jangambari
came at Mr Konar's Press cohference
on Saturday. He needs the World
Bank's help to son out West Bengal's
NOTICE
land problem because the AlI.India
Kisan Sabha seems to Ihave addica~
Articles cannot be returned
ted all thinking on such problems.
unless accompanied
by return The World Bank wants capitalist re·pOClta~.
lationships in India's land ownin~
Business M anallel and iudging from Mr Konar's
Frontier answers, his party wanted exac.tly that
and nothing else.
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·Focus On Midnapore
KALYAN

CHAUDHURI

the quick harvesting
WATCHING
from a taxi window under the

a

base of Naxalite peasants h
direct
land connection with Srikakulam in
Andhra Pradesh through Orissa
jungles.
According to the 1961 census reo
port, GopibaUavpuJ thana has 200 big
and small villages with a population
of about 1,50,000. Isolated, out and
out a rural area, it has a poor prospect of economic development. Even
a short and hurried taxi trip through
the single motorable road makes it
clear that the problems in this part
of Midnapore
district have their
roots il\ a backward village economy.
The locals are looked down upon as
wild forest-dwellers. Daring but innocent, these people, mostly landless,
earn their bread by cultivating the
land of big-holders at a miserable
wage rate. This leaves the area,with
two classes,the rich and the down-andout. There is hardly a middle class
and exploita'tiQ..nof agricultural la.•
bour is intense. Even today, the field
labourers get R~ I or its equivalent in
grain {or a whole day's work. The
landowners use dubious methods to
keep them tied to their land. A
common practice even now is to
lend paddy to the @bourers in· the
slack season and to realise the loan
with crippling interest during the
time of harvesting.

No ¢mber morning sun I forgot to
keep count of .the passing milestones
:md did not realise when I came close
to the West-Bengal Orissa border.
The taxi wa~ running across the
river Subarnarekha towards Kutighat,
a busy village on a bus road i~ the
jhargram sub-division of Midnapore
district.
The pace of harvesting operations
appeared unusually high. This was
perhaps due to the tense political
situation in this part of rural Bengal
\brobbing with a militant
peasant
movement for some time past. Everyhere in Kutighat, the approach
illage to Gopibalfavpur, locally
nown as the second Naxalbari in
iW'est Bengal, one can feel the rising
tension of what the CPI (ML) calls
"armed struggle". The mud-house
walls, tree bodies and all available
space are decorated with giant-size
black and white letters depicting the
I (ML) -raised slogans: Red Salute
to Guerilla Peasants of Srikakulam,
Debra and Gopiballavpur-Follow
the Naxalbari Line of Action, China's
Chairman is Our Chairman, Politi. .Explo.ive
,
(:al Power Grows Out of the Barrel
The situation in Gopiballavpur is
of A GUn.
becoming more and more explosive.
Next to Kutighat comes Gopiballa\'- There are enough seeds of discontent
r, a name which has leapt into pro- in the area which could turn it into
inence in the country's political a pocket of violent· agitation. Po1,IDap. Between Kutighat and Gopi- pularly known as Naxalites, a section
ballavp!:1r stretches a narrow tarred of CPI (ML) leaders' have already
oad hedged on both sides with not- gone to this place to live with the
thick forests running up
the Adibasis and make this exploited
Midnapore-Mayurbhanj bonler. This class politically conscious of their
the Jhargram forest, considered by rights and the' strength· of united ac.
'rebel peasants" as a big "cover" or tion against the exploiters. This is
• base of guerilla war."
something new and encouraging to
There are 20 anchals under Gopi- the oppressed. The landless peasants
ballavpur from where Baripada, a in increasing numbers are reported to
istrict town in Mayurbhanj of Orissa, have been :rallying tound the' CPI
12 miles towards the west. Bahara- (ML) and joining their secret meet..
a in Singbhum district of Bihar is ings before every ~ction is tale». The
nly 1}miles away towards the north. police· .have ~
informatioa of
prawlin~ over 200 square miles i
CPI(MlJ
fsed under.
ween West Bengal, Bihar and groliJ\a political sessionS and_de
Orissa, this Santal.dominated forest several futile attempts to arres =the
t(,)

leaders from their hideouts. The
dIstrict authorities themselves have admitted that they had been frantically
looking for two Naxalite student leaders, Mr Ranabir Samaddar and Mr
Netai Das, who had been imparting
lessons to rebel peasants in the line
of the CPI (ML) programme of action since September last. Both Mr
Samaddar and Mr Das were at
last arrested by the police on Nov.
ember 15 near Panskura station on
their way to attend a secret meeting
with local peasant leaders somewhere in the area.
·Whether .the vast area under the
newly set up Gopiballavpur thana has
strategic importance to rebel peasants
preparing for armed insurrection is
difficult to assess. To describe the
place as a "liberated ~one" or base
for defensive-offensive struggle or
guerilla war is a matter of great controversy. The villages are easily accessible and the areas are not full of
hills covered with thick forests. Whatever bushes or undergrowths are there
seem to be quite useless for guerilla
action. However, Gopiballavpur, the
CPI (ML) leaders think, has a good
strategic position because it has a long
forest-infested border line with Bihar
and Oriss~ and is linked with the
rest of Midnapore only bya bridge
over the river Subarnarekha. On the
other hand, Debra, another centre of
Naxalite activities in Midnapore district and far away from Gopiballavpur, is chosen as a base of armed
struggle perhaps because of the fact
that all the CPM leaders of the local
unit came out of the party after
the Naxalbari incidents during the
spell of United Front government in
1967 and joined the. 'CPl (ML) en
bloc. Dangerously open, close to the
railway station and lying parallel to
the· Calcutta-Bombay National Highway, Debra and about 150 villages
under Debra thana are apparently
unsafe for guerilla action. Of course,
according to the CPI (ML) leaders,
people themselves are ably substituting hills and jungles to protect the
A'uerilla-fighters ag-ainst the reaction.
ary onslaught.
The tension ill still hi~h in the

-a

Debra area. The Santals and the ex- tribal custom, -by tying a knot 'of paddy.
tremely poor Kols are mobiIi~d and the bark of a sal tree symbolising
of land, Baisnab, who fled to Jh
made to exe;cute :the J "annihilation
revenge, caIling upon ,hil>followers
gram before the raid, was killed
jotedar programme". This most re- to take severe action against the jote.
November 10 by rebel peasantS.
cent phase of Naxalite action excludes dars and the district authorities.
Similarly, on October 30, so
looting of money, ornaments or paddy
The leaders are frantically wanted
peasant
guerillas murdered Dasarat
and concentrates largely on physical by the police. Mr Santosh Rana, a
Ghorui of Kanthalia village in
liquidation of jotedars or their agents. First Class M.Sc. of Calcutta Univer.
balIavpur. He had 200 bighas
This has definitely added a political sity, who is popularly known as Kanu
land, 20 pieces of ornaments and
dimension to, the movement under Sanyal of GopibaIlavpur and is deshuge stock of hoarded rice an
the CPI (ML) leadership. That the cribed as a moving spirit of tl].eNaxapaddy. The rebels attacked him
Naxalite leaders are trying to mobi- lite movement in the area, is on the
when
he was going from one village
lise the poor and landless peasants in run. His wife, Jayasree Rana, was
an organised way inspired by the po. arrested by the Bihar Police at to another to realise linterest from
the poor people.
litical ideology of the CPI (ML) is Baharagora some time ago. While
Besides rich landlords, only 0
clear from the documents recovered his village house in GopibaIlavpur is
poor man,
Mr Manmatha Sau,
from those who have been arrested under strict police surveillance, Mr
poslmaster
of
Dalsaria
village in Gopifrom Debra and Gopiballavpur during Rana a'nd his yo~nger brother, Mr
balIavpur, was killed on November 9
the past one or two months. Papers Mihir Rana, are reported to have
by the CPI (ML) supporters be(:ause
seized from the possession of a Naxa- ""been issuing 'instructions to their
of, his alliance with the police and
lite leader, l\Ir Sankar Mitra, after party comrades from hideouts.
"class enemies".
his arrest in Debra are full of poliSimilarly Mr Gunadhar Murmu, a
The district authorities of Midna.
tical instructions addressing "peasant former CPM leader of Debra, Mr
pore
suspect that a good number .of
guerillas." According. to the district Bhabadev Mandai, a Mukteer of the
firearms,
including sophisticated weaauthorities, these "well-written" do- Midnapore
Bar and Mr Ashoke
pons like sten-guns, are in the posses..
cuments contain guidelines of how Maity, a school teachet. are wanted
sion of the rebel peasants of Gopito conduct guerilla warfare, mohilise by the police in conection with the
balIavpur who are moving secretly
poor and landless peasants and lead recent Debra incidents, particularly
from one place of activities to oth,et
them to the path of armed struggle. after the murder of a rich peasant,
in' West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.
The "guerilla peasants" under the Mr Dwija Roy, and a pawnbroker,
Recent ..police reports, it is learnt,
active guidance of local CPI (ML) Mr Jiban Das.
have alerted the West Bengal Gove
committees made several open attacks
Altogether 12 big landholders were
ment about. the large concentration
on jotedars and rich landholders in killed in October-November in the
of CPI (ML) elements from Calcutta
Debra and Gopiballavpur in October. GopibaHavpur' area alone. While
in Debra and Gopiballavpur. A
Of late they have changed their ope· the district authorities and leaders of
good number of Calcutta University
rational strategy following the recent different local UF parties say that all
students or ex-students are reported
police swoop upon 150 "guerilla the 12 people 'murdered by the Na.
to have been working among the
comrades" and prefer to launcii)(their xalite peasants belong to the poorer
tribal communities in these areas and
action from underground. The dis- section and are not jotedars or rich
trying to foment murderous attach
trict authorities have at last decided peasants, the reports coUected from
on jotedars in keeping with the polito comb all the areas of Naxalite pbor villagers and CPI (ML) ,spokes.
tical line of the CPI (ML) . Inten
activities to check their silent mid. men give the opposite version.
gence
reports also point out grow..
night "annihilation jotedar operation"
ing incidents of sporadic Naxalite:
and attacks on big businessment. Inci- Killed
activities in Purulia district.
.
dents of such lightning action are on
'According to lucal people, Mr November 2, some CPI (ML) -l~
the rise with the intensification of Nagen Senapati of' Kancha-Amrasol
n
police measures and setting up of village under Gopiballavpur' polic~ landless peasants killed a rich
lender, Balaram Tiwari of
e
about 20 police camps and mass ar- station who was murdered by CPI
rests. Quite a good' number of jote- (ML) poor peasants was a notorious village under Raghuna'thpur po
dars. rich easants and big business- jotedar:.and usurer. He had over 300 station in Purulia distri~t. He W
men, induding a petrol camp own- bighas of land under his possession. an owner of 500 bighas o( land.
Meanwhile, the CPM which is re.
er of Debra, have taken shelter in On September 27, about 500 'armed
luctant
to see anything political f
Midnapore
town after Teceivin.g peasants raided the hous~ of Baisnab
the
NaxaIite
programme of ann
threatening letters from rebel pea.• Ghose of Surmuhi village under Bainsurrection
other
than
,anti-social
&ants. Considerable panic is prevail.• hatagora police statiOft in. Singbhum
activities
seems
to
be
inactive
in Oting in Debra since Gunadhar
urmu, district of Bihar adjacent W Q,pi_
ganising
any
anti.CPI
(ML)
mOve.
a landless Santal guerilla leader, i$. ball pur and -seized a hu~ tock of
ment
in
Midnapore
district.
A
sued a "gira", after the traditional hoar(led rice and 40(} maunds of
though their programme of organ is-

a

jng STOUp meetings and staging
dramas including Rakte Bona Dhan
to expose the N axalites is being pursued in other parts of the

district, the Santal-dominated
village areas of Debra and Gopiballavpur are conspicuously free from any
CPM .noise whatsoever so far.

: The Arabs And Zionism-II
TABITHA

Zionist policies show that
THESE
the widely held concept of
Israel as ,a refuge for the persecuted
is mistaken and tell us much about
the character of the Zionist settler
movement \ in Palestine. Zionist
caIlousness to the Jewish masses was
matched by Zionis't callouslness 'to
the indigenous Palestine population:
Zionist "self-segregation"
in the
Uland of exile" where assimilation is
the main enemy, by Zionist "selfsegregation" in the "land of destination" (Palestine) where the inrdigeDOUS
Arab population has always
been the main enemy. Hence practice of racial exclusiveness and indoctrination of schoolchildren both with
hatred of the Arab~8 and with contempt for people of Jewish faith living in the Diaspora.49
The Zionist state goal required, as
the King-Crane Commission pointed
out already in 1919, "practically complete dispossession" 50 of the indige•• See Moshe Menuhin, The Decadence of
Jud@1n in Ol4r Time, New York, 1965,
p. SO. Menuhin, father of Yehudi Menuhin,
s a member of the first graduating class
of the Gymnazia Herzlia. in Tel Aviv. He
says that pupils were required to dedicate
themselves to the task of redeeming "our
Jewish homeland" by making it goyilllrein
(clear of Arabs).
• Prof. Yehezkel Kaufman wrote of the
textbooks used in Hebrew schools in Mandated Palestine: "All this sounds as if it
had come straight out of a text-book of
German 'racial science'." Moznayi,m, IV,
1933, a periodical published in Palestine, I
cited by Michael Selzer, "The Jewishness
Of Zionism: A Continuing Controversy,"
Issues, Autumn 1967.
• Harry N. Howard, ofr. cit., "Appendix:
The Recommendations of the Kin~Crane
Commission," p. 350.
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nous inhabitants. The 1942 Biltmore programme demanded an exclusively Jewish State in alI Palestine,
unlimited immigration, and a Jewish
Army. The 1943 'l'~enlarged programme" of the Zionist Organization
in Palestine called for a Jewish State
embracing all P:alestine "and probably
Transjordan," removal of Arab population to Iraq; and "Jewish leaqership
for the whole Middle East in the
fields of economic development and
control. 51 In 1944 the British Labour
,Party National Executive backing a
Jewish Palestine State advocated forcible removal of the Arab population
:and extension of Palestine's borders
at the expense of neighbouring Arab
states.~2
Plans to implement this programme
got under way during the war if not
before:
"Boastful revelations made
after the birth of the State of Israel
proclaimed that practic~lIy everything
that happened between 1945 and
1948 was part of an impressive overall plan. . . "~3
, The US Minister in Cairo in 1944
reported Zionist arms purchases over
a two-year period from the Vichy
French and Zionist determination to
establish the Jewish State "despite
any opposition 'from the one million
Arabs living there."~4 In 1945 David
Ben-Gurion, visiting New York, succeeded in mobilizing millions of dol.
Ii1 Conveyed to
General Patrick Hurley,
President Roosevelt's personal representative.

Foreign Relations of the US: Near East
and Africa, Washington, DC, 1966, Vol. IV,

pp. 776-777.
O. John Marlowe, The Seat of Pilate,
London, 1959, p. 199.
ell Clare Hollingworth,
The Arabs and the
West, London, 1952, p. 136.
~ Foreign Relations, ofr. cit., p. 748.

lars from 18 Jewish millionaires to
buy arms industries at cut-rate prices
from the United States.~1l
A terrorist campaign directed first
to evicting the British and then the
indigenous Arab population began in
1944. A longtime Zionist, I. F.
Stone, acknowledged that :'- "In the case of P,alestine, as of other such
struggles, the Mother Country was
assailed because .it showed more concern for the native majority than was
palatable to the colonialist minority." 56 'lIlegal immigration, seizure
of arms ~nd explosives, demolitions
carried out by ,the Haganah,
the
Stern and Irgun gangs aimed at the
Arabs as welI as the British. TheHaganah's destruction 0'£ all P,alestine's rail and road communications
with its Arab neighbours in June 1946
was, for example, timed to coincide
with the Arab League conference on
Palestine at Bludan.
Because the Zionist campaign was
a settler revolt witl1powerful backing
from its American-European
home
base, British reaction was highly restrained. 57 Eventually the Zionist terrorist campaign inside Palestine and
Zionist pressures outside coupled with
US support for Zionist demands induced Britain to hand the "Palestine
problem" to the American-dominated
UN. In 1946 the Jewish Agency
had proposed: a partition plan to ~he
US ,and British Governments, 58 and
-the Majority UNSCOP Report now
also advocated partition. Scanda]ous Zionist and US pressure on UN
delegations (ranging from mink coats
for delegates' wives to promises of
economic aid and threats of economic reprisals 50) succeeded in compelling the general Assembly-where
the necessary votes had been lacking
three days earlier-to
adopt the
Partition Resolution, November Z9,
1947, by the narrow margin Of three
•• Michel Bar-Zohar, Le prophete (J,.me
Paris, 1966, pp. 114-115.
•• I.F. Stone, "Return or Invasion? A
Humanist Reappraisal," N.Y. Review of
Books, August 3, 1967.
&'I' See Marlowe, op. cit., pp. 228-232.
"[bid., p. 214.
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